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Chapter 2856 
Feeling the powerful aura emanating from the three of them, even though the 

other party was so impolite, David and the others did not dare to speak. Wa 

Gu and the three heroes of the strange thief even lowered their heads slightly, 

not daring to look directly at each other! 

“Who are you? Did something happen here just now?” 

One of the old men asked coldly! 

The old man’s eyes were like torches, and he kept scanning the several people, 

and the aura emanating from his body was extremely manic! 

She doesn’t look easy to provoke, and she has a fiery temper. If she doesn’t 

agree with her, she might want to strike at her! 

David felt the manic aura on the old man, his heart trembled, and his brows 

frowned slightly! 

Judging from the aura on his body, the old man is above the eighth rank of 

the Body Fitting Realm, and may even be the peak of the Body Fitting Realm! 

David is simply not capable of dealing with this level of strength! 



What’s more, there are still three people on the other side, and everyone’s 

breath is not weak. David and the others combined may not be able to deal 

with even one person! 

“Senior, we didn’t feel anything happened. We don’t know what senior is 

looking for? Can we help?” 

David said very politely! 

“Didn’t feel it?” The old man frowned, and looked at David firmly, “Just now 

the vision of heaven and earth is so strong, how could you not feel it, you are 

obviously lying.” “You tell me the truth now, I don’t need 

it Regardless of the fact that you lied just now, but if you let me know that you 

are lying to me, you will not be able to bear the consequences.” 

The old man threatened David! 

After all, the vision of heaven and earth just now was so strong, and it 

happened in David’s direction, how could they not know about it! 

“Senior, we really didn’t lie to you. We just came out of Jialing County, so we 

don’t know about the phenomena of heaven and earth.” 

David pretended to be scared, his face was pale, and his body was trembling 

slightly! 

“Old Kong, seeing how frightened this guy is, he probably didn’t dare to lie to 

us, and the vision just now must have been caused by some treasure. Do these 

guys look like people with treasure?” At this 

time , A middle-aged man holding a long sword and wearing an octagonal hat 

stepped forward and said! “Zuo Qing, what do you know? The more harmless 

people and animals look, the lower the level of people, the more 

likely they are to carry treasures.” 



Obviously you are lying to us.” 

“You guys are soft-hearted, I want to search and see if they have any treasures 

on them.” After 

the old Kong finished speaking, he saw David and said, “You guys stand in a 

row for me. , and then take off your clothes for me to check, and take out all 

the storage magic weapons on your body.” 

When David heard that the other party wanted to search the body and check 

the storage ring, his face suddenly became a little ugly! 

You must know that David currently has a lot of treasures in the storage ring, 

if he checks them, he will definitely not snatch them! 

“Senior, this is not right, and there are girls here…” 

David suppressed the anger in his heart, and said politely! 

“What’s wrong with the girl? I’ve seen too many girls. As long as I check it out, 

if there’s nothing else, I’ll let you go!” “I won’t do anything to this 

girl, just look at her body, Nothing will be missing!” 

“Don’t give it to my mother-in-law, take off your clothes quickly…” 

Old Kong said cruelly and unreasonably. 

Hearing what Old Kong said, Liu Ruyan’s face turned red, and she glared at 

Old Kong and said, “You old and unscrupulous thing…” 

This sentence made Old Kong’s eyes turn cold, and a wave of coercion rushed 

away like a tsunami. Come straight to Ruyan Liu! 

Seeing this, Liu Ruyan’s expression changed drastically! 



She didn’t expect that a word of her anger would lead to her death. This old 

guy is too unreasonable! 

Chapter 2857 
The coercion of the eighth grade of the fit state is like a huge boulder falling 

on Liu Ruyan. If it falls on Liu Ruyan, Liu Ruyan will definitely die, there is no 

possibility of survival! 

When David saw that the old Kong would kill Liu Ruyan even if he disagreed 

with him, he was furious! 

Even if he knew he was invincible, it was impossible for David to let Liu Ruyan 

die tragically in front of him and remain indifferent! 

In front of Liu Ruyan, who came suddenly from David, the indestructible 

golden body instantly activated, and countless golden scales covered David’s 

body, the power of the dragon and the power of the three clans all erupted! 

Boom… 

The coercion of the old man slammed into David’s body. David felt like a high-

speed train hitting his chest, accompanied by a burst of pain in his internal 

organs. The body instantly soars into the air! 

Pfft… 

A mouthful of blood spurted out in mid-air, and David’s body hit the ground 

heavily! 

“David…” 

“Mr. Chen…” 

Liu Ruyan and the others hurried over and helped David up! 



“David, are you okay?” Liu Ruyan looked at David distressedly. 

“I’m fine, don’t worry…” 

David grinned, and blood flowed from the corner of his mouth! 

And the three people on the opposite side were all surprised when they saw 

that David was still able to stand up. You must know that David is only a 

second-rank monk in the Body Fit Realm! 

How could it be possible to resist the coercion of an eighth-grade monk in the 

fit state? This is simply impossible! 

“Old Kong, are you showing mercy?” 

Zuo Qing asked Old Kong! 

If it wasn’t for his mercy, they felt that it was absolutely impossible for David to 

be alive! 

“I’m just scaring you, I didn’t kill you…” 

Lao Kong quickly explained! 

But at this moment, Lao Kong’s heart was already very shocked. Only he knew 

that he had no mercy at all, and the strength that David had just exploded was 

not like that of a monk of the second rank of the Compatible Body Realm! 

“Old Kong, don’t find yourself a step down. Just now you obviously showed no 

mercy.” “ 

This little brother is really a bit unusual. He is only a monk of the second rank 

of the Compatible Body Realm. He has erupted such terrifying power, and His 

aura seems to be different from yours and mine.” 



“His aura is so chaotic, it seems to be mixed with the aura of demons and 

beasts, it’s really strange…” At 

this time, the one who hadn’t spoken yet Another person said! 

“Old Sun said that, I also feel it. The breath that this guy erupts is indeed a bit 

strange.” “ 

And the golden armor he just attached to his body is so special, I have never 

seen it before.” 

Zuo Qing also Follow up! 

“It’s just a second-grade body-fitting state. It can withstand my blows. It has a 

strange breath and a golden armor. It seems that this guy must have a 

treasure in his hand!” “Maybe, the vision just now is him 

. From the treasure in your hand…” 

After Lao Kong finished speaking, the aura on his body exploded again, and 

he looked at David with a cold face and said, “Boy, hand over the treasure on 

your body, and I can spare you. Don’t think that you can resist me!” A single 

blow can save you.” 

“I can crush you to death at any time, you’d better be more aware of current 

affairs…” 

David looked at the greedy look of Lao Kong, his eyes flickering! 

“As I said, we don’t have any treasures. If you insist on not letting us go, then I 

will have to fight.” 

David said with firm eyes! 



“Fight?” Old Kong was taken aback for a moment, then he laughed loudly and 

said, “What are you fighting with us? Are you using your strength as the 

second rank of the Body Fit Realm?” 

“Ruyan, step back…” 

David told Liu Ruyan and the others to step back! 

Liu Ruyan didn’t know what David was going to do, but he obediently led a 

few people back! 

Chapter 2858 
After Liu Ruyan and the others retreated, David’s eyes instantly turned red, 

and then a drop of blood was forced out of his forehead! 

That drop of blood turned into a blood-red mist, enveloping David’s body! 

Under the blood-red mist, David’s body began to swell continuously! 

David knew that he had to show his desperate posture now, otherwise he 

would not be able to deter the opponent at all! 

Because the strength gap is too great, if these people are allowed to take 

away the storage ring, David knows that they will surely die! 

After all, those treasures in the storage ring are enough for anyone to go 

crazy! 

“Boy, do you want to blow yourself up?” 

Old Kong frowned slightly when he saw David’s posture! 

“That’s right, since you’re pushing me so hard, then I can only fight with 

death.” 



David nodded and said! 

“Hmph, boy, you are too arrogant. Even if you blew yourself up, do you think 

you can hurt us 

? 

” Smile coldly, not afraid at all! 

“Really? If it can hurt you, then try…” 

As he said that, the terrifying aura on David’s body erupted again, and the 

bloody mist directly enveloped the three people on the opposite side! 

Feeling David’s aura, knowing that David was coming for real, Lao Kong’s 

expression also changed! 

“Little brother, don’t worry, the three of us are not bad people, and we have 

no malicious intentions.” “ 

It’s just that Lao Kong has a short temper. We just want to know what is the 

thing that can produce visions!” “ 

Since you I don’t know, so forget it.” 

Seeing this, Old Sun hurriedly followed David and said! 

“Yes, yes, yes, we don’t know each other. If we have no grievances or enmity, 

we will blow ourselves up at the first meeting and hurt both sides. Why 

bother!” 

Zuo Qing also hurriedly stood up to smooth things over! 

“Several seniors, we are all unknown juniors. We didn’t want to cause trouble 

at first, but if someone presses us hard, we can only die together.” 



David knew that the other party was giving him a step down, and David didn’t 

really want to. Self-destruct! 

“Okay, okay, hurry up and put away your breath, I won’t check you, you hurry 

up.” 

Old Sun comforted David! 

Seeing this, David put away his breath, and recovered himself! 

But that old Kong’s face was very ugly, staring at David, obviously not giving 

up! 

It is also possible that I feel ashamed. After all, I am a dignified eighth-grade 

monk in the physical fitness state, but I was frightened by a second-grade 

monk in the physical fitness state by David. This is too embarrassing! 

“Boy, for the sake of the two of them today, I will let you go, but you are the 

first person who dares to threaten me, just wait and see!” 

Old Kong gritted his teeth and said to David! 

David frowned slightly, feeling a little flustered in his heart at this moment, if 

this old guy was following him along the way, it must be a fruitless fruit! 

You can’t threaten yourself with self-destruct again and again, can you? 

“Are you so loud?” 

Just as the old Kong finished speaking, a figure suddenly appeared in front of 

them! 

“Master Yan…” 

David was overjoyed when he saw the person coming! 



And when those three people saw Lord Yan, they also hurriedly saluted and 

said, “Master Yan…” 

At this moment, the arrogance just now disappeared from the face of that old 

Kong! 

“David, what’s going on?” Lord Yan asked David! 

David told Mr. Yan what happened! 

When Master Yan heard this, he frowned and said, “You three dare to rob in 

front of the gate of Jialing County? Are you not paying attention to our Jialing 

County? 

” Who do you think you are? Even if someone came into my Jialing County, we 

didn’t ask for a body search, you still have the energy…” 

Master Yan walked up to the old Kong and gave him a slap in the face! 

With this slap, the old Kong who slapped half of his face turned red instantly, 

but he didn’t even dare to fart! 

 


